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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Jacobi-Perron Algorithm (JPA) is one of the generalizations of the 
ordinary continued fraction algorithm to higher dimensions [6] and has 
been extensively studied by L. Bernstein in his Lecture Notes monograph 
El]. 
To define it, let a vector a ~~ (~o~, ~o~, _~o~ 9 .., ~n 1) of the real Euclidean 
vector space R n-I be given, where n~>2. Then a sequence <a~v)>o~> o of
vectors of ~" i is called the JPA expansion of a t~ if for all v ~ N, 
I /~'~ -- "~) ce ~ -- ,,~v) 1 ) r 1)__ ~2 ~2 --n 1 ~n 1 
- - \ : -~- : z ;~ . . . . .  ~~ ~ ' - i  - i  < 
/~(v) _~ a(V) ~(v) _ 
L 1 ~ i , . ,  - [ z l  ~)] ( i= I  ..... n - - l ) ,  
where [...] is the greatest integer function. When n = 3, the definition was 
given by Jacobi, and the algorithm is sometimes called the Jacobi  A lgo-  
r i thm [7]. It was O. Perron who pushed the definition up to arbitrary n, 
and today the algorithm for n/> 3 is named after these two mathematicians. 
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The JPA expansion of r l~ is called periodic, if there exist two integers 
lo, l~ with lo/> 0, 1~ ~> 1 such that 
a(~+t~)=u('~) for v=lo,  lo+ 1, .... 
If 1o and 1~ are the least integers that satisfy the previous conditions, then 
the sequences 
1~(0) ~(1)  '", a(lo 1) and a (l~ a ~l~ ~), ..., a II~ " ~) 
are called respectively the preperiod and the period of the periodic JPA 
expansion, and 10 and Ii are their respective lengths. If 1o = 0, the JPA of 
a (~ is said to be purely periodic. 
When the JPA expansion becomes periodic with the length of the 
primitive preperiod (resp. period) equal to lo (resp. ll), then H. Hasse and 
L. Bernstein [1 ] proved that 
/0+ll 1 
: ~ I  ~n--l(r) (Hasse-Bernstein formula) 
r=lo 
is a unit of the algebraic number field Q(ct] ~ ct~2o), ..., ~,,-(~ 1 )- 
In the cubic case, viz. when n = 3, we can find in [ 1, 3, 5 ] some infinite 
classes of periodic Jacobi Algorithm expansions of lengths 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9. 
So far no infinite class of periodic Jacobi Algorithm expansions has been 
obtained with period length strictly greater than 9. 
So it comes as an amazing surprise that in this paper we exhibit two 
infinite families of periodic Jacobi Algorithm expansions with period length 
equal to 4m + 1 in one case (Section 2), and to 3m + 1 in the other case 
(Section 3). Here m is an arbitrary integer i> 1 and each family is infinite 
for any fixed rn. In each section, the Hasse-Bernstein formula (with n = 3) 
will be used to exhibit new units of some cubic number fields. 
When o9 is a root of h(X) = X 3 - aX 2 - bX-  c, E. Dubois and R. Paysant- 
Le Roux stressed the importance of applying the Jacobi Algorithm to 
a (~ = (o9 2 -aog, o9); see for instance [2, 3, 4]. This explains why we will use 
similar starting vectors. 
With the help of the next lemma, we will see that the cubic fields Q(r 
dealt with are generated by Pisot numbers. 
LEMMA 1.1. 
such that 
Let h (X)=X3-aX2-bX-c ,  where a, b, c are integers 
a>>.c>>. 1 and a>~b>>.O. 
Then there is a real root co of h(X) such that 
a<og<a+ 1, 
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and 09 is the only real root iff 
4a3c + 18abc + 27c 2 > a2b 2 + 4b 3. 
Moreover to is a Pisot number and h(X) is irreducible. 
Proof Since h(a)< 0 and h(a + 1)> 0, there exists a real root  of h(X) 
between a and a + 1. Letting 
A = - (a2/3) - b and B = - (2a3/27) - (ba/3) - c, 
we have A = 4A3+ 27B 2 for the discr iminant d of h(X) and 
a b 
The last inequality is seen to hold (after squaring and cubing) iff 
4a3c + 18abc + 27c 2 > a2b 2 + 4b 3. 
Writ ing h(X)=(X-09) (X -09~)(X-691) ,  where 03 1 is the complex 
conjugate of 09 1, we deduce 091( / )1  = C/09 < 1 since c ~<a< 09. Therefore 091 
and ~5~ lie inside the unit circle, and 09 is then a Pisot number. Final ly if 
h(X) is reducible, then the algebraic integers 091 and 051 are roots of the 
polynomial  h(X)/(X-09),  whose independent coefficient 09103~ is not an 
integer, a contradict ion. 
COROLLARY 1.2. I f  C >t b, then h(X) has only one real root 09. 
2. A FAMILY OF EXPANSIONS OF PERIOD LENGTH 4m + 1 
In this section, let us assume that o9 is a root of the polynomial  
g(X) = X "3 - -  (C  m "{- C - -  1 )X 2 - (c m - 1 )X - c m, 
with fixed integers c/> 2 and m >/1. By Lemma 1.1, g(X) is irreducible and 
by Corol lary 1.2, 09 is selected to satisfy 
cm +c - 1 <09<cm +c. 
We want to prove the next result. 
THEOREM 2.1. The JPA expansion of (092- (c"+ c-1)09,09) is purely 
periodic of period length 4m + 1. 
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Without  explicit reference to them, the following formulas will be used at 
due times: 
(D - -  (C m -t- C - -  1 )(A) 2 = (C m - -  I )U) -~- C m, 
002- - (cm+c 1)00- - (c" -1 )=c"00  - I .  
The algor ithm starts with 
,a~o) = (002 _ (c" + c - 1 )00, 00) 
= (c m - 1 + cm00 - ~, 00), a ~~ = (c m - 1, c m + c - 1 ); 
C m ' cm00 ~ , 
a r ---- (0 ,  1 ). 
Next come 
~(2)  = ( (.0 - -  C m C m 
\ co2 - ( cm + c - 1)00' o0 2 -  ( cm + c - 1)00 ; 
( ( c - -  l ) 00 -k c"  - l -t- c"~ 00 -1  cm 00 
a(2)-- (0, l); 
= (Cm l )00+C, , ,  ' (Cm- - - - i - -~+C" J  ' 
in fact, a~2)= 0 since 
(c - -1 )00+cm-- l+Cm00-1<(C" - - l )00+C '~, i.e., c'~00 1<1,  
and a~2)= 1 since 
cm00 > Cm00 - -  00 + C m, i.e., 00 > c m, 
cm00 < 2(C'~00 - -  00 + cm), i.e., 200 < c"00 + 2c m. 
We then obtain 
t -c 
= , 9 a (3 )  (0 ,  cm-  1). 
(c -  1 )00+c" -  1 + c'~00 -1 ' = 
Let us give the details for a~ 3). On the one hand, it suffices to show 
cm00__00+00. ,>C m 1( (C__1)00+C, , , __1+Cm00 1), 
(cm- l  l )00+cm>c2m l __cm- l _ ] _c2m 100-1 ,  
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using the facts that co > cm+ C--1 and that c 2m lco 1~ cm 1. This is the 
case since 
(C m l l ) ( cm_k_c__ l ) _k_cm>c2m- lcm 1}_cm 1 
On the other hand 
2c" 1 -2  1 ~t23)< (Cm- -1) (Cm+C)+Cm =C m 1-t <C m-  +1.  
(C--  1)(cm wc  - 1)+C m-  1 cm +c- -  2 
Next let us establish the following formulas for t = 1 ..... m-  l: 
o(4t)=(cm ' - -  1 + Cm-tco- 1, CO), a(4t )=(cm-t - - l ,  cm+c- -1 ) ;  
C t 1 co ) a (4t+ 1 ) 
a(4'+l)= c'-~--co cr~_ ,, C~--_, , =(C' - - I ,c ' ) ;  
.(4,+2, ( _colco C2 cm 'co ) . . . .  , a(4t+2) = (0, 1); 
\ cm- -co  + cm-tco ' cm + (c " - t -  1)co J 
a(4~+3)= , a (4~+3~= (0, c"  i ~). 
' co(co- c'-) 
The calculations of some of the above mentioned a's require delicate 
estimates. Let us secure a (4t+2). To prove ~]4t+2)< 1, it suffices to show 
co2 _ cmco < C m ,co _ co + C m, i.e., co < c m + c ~ ' -- 1 + c"co 1; 
this is the case since co < c"  + c, cmco 1 > 0, and c - 1 < c m ~. Moreover,  as 
is easily seen, 1 < ~4 '+2)< 2. Let us now take care of .~(4~+3). Here 
0~(4, + 3) 1 , ~:~,co(co__cm)<cco_~_C,+I (co~era 1 ,) 2 ~ cm-  
r  +(c - -1 )co+CmO0 I <Cco+Ct+t- - (co /C" - - I - - t )  
r  ~<co+C+C,+~__(co /cm t t). 
Now cm- - l+c<co,  cmco- l< l ,  and co/c ~ ~ '<c - l+c  '+~, so we are 
finished. Moreover  
(cm- ' -  l ) co+c  m ry(4t + 3) 
~2 
C m 1 t 
(c -  1)co + c m-  1 +cmco - l  + 1, 
since, as is easily verified, 
(c m- , -  1 ) (cm+c)+c  m 
<(cm-1  ,+ I ) ( (C_ I ) (Cm+C_ I )+c~_ I+c~co 1). 
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The rest is easy to do: prove the formulas for t = 1, assume them for t, and 
establish them for t + 1. This causes no difficulty, even if some calculations 
are not short; for instance, to obtain the given value of a(4,), we have to 
show 
(C m t+ l - - l )o ) - JVcm- -c  m t (0 ( (D- -cm ) (C m ' - -1 ) (0+c  m ' 
O)- -C  m (0 
which is done if we mult iply both sides of the equality by (0((0-  c")  and 
remember that g((0)= 0. 
Finally for m 1> 1 we come up with 
a 4m) = (09 - 1, (0 ) ;  a (4m) = (0 ,  c m + c - -  1 ); 
~(4m+ 1) = (i.O2 __ ( C m _~_ C -- 1 ) (0, tO) = a ~~ 
which leads to It = 4m + 1. 
The Hasse-Bernstein formula produces in Q((0) the unit 
4m ( (02 X]m 
= 1-I = \ (0 -  cm/  . r=0 
It is an open question whether or not e is the fundamental unit of Q((0). 
3. A FAMILY OF EXPANSIONS OF PERIOD LENGTH 3m + 1 
Suppose now that (0 is a root of the polynomial 
f (X )  = X 3 - c rux  2 - ( c  - 1 )X -  C m 
(which is again irreducible) with fixed integers c >/2 and m ~> 1, where the 
root (0, the only real one, is selected within the bounds 
cm < o) < cm dt- l .  
The purpose of this section is to prove the following. 
THEOREM 3.1. The JPA  expansion o f  ((0 2 -  cm(0, (0) is purely periodic o f  
period length 3m + 1. 
In the course of the proof, the equality 
(03 _ cm(02 = (c - 1)(0 + c m 
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will prove useful. For  the first vectors, we easily obtain 
(1 (0 )= ((2)((.0 - -  crn ), O) ) = ( e - -  1 -i- cm o.) -1  O)), 
.~_(o)(o)-c m) o)'~ re-1 1 o)) 
c m 1' (, 
9 \o9  
a (0)= (c -  1, cm) ;  
a ") = (0, 1); 
a (2 )= (0, C m 1). 
The calculation of a~ 2) is similar to that of a~ 3s+2), whose details will be 
given soon. 
Now suppose m>/2.  We want to show by induction on s that for 
1 ~<s~<m- 1, we have 
l~,(3s) = (Cm- -Sc j )  1, O)), a (3s )= (0,  cm); 
~(3s+l )__ (O) (o ) -Om)  O) ) ((c--l) o)+cm O) ) 
\ C m-s  C "~'--s . . . .  , af3S+ 1) (0, C~); 
. . . . .  ' k cm -- so)  C ~' - -  s ' = 
a(3~+2)= a(3~+2)_(0, c m x ~). 
' ( c - -  1 )o )+c" ;  ' - 
As can be verified, all the formulas hold for s = 1. If we assume them for 
s, it is again easy to prove they hold for s + 1. In fact, only the computa-  
tions of the a's require again careful attention, the rest being straight 
algebra. For  instance, -l~(3s +2) ---- 0 since for 1 ~< s ~< m - 1, 
(c -1 )o9+c m (c -  1)co+ c m 
< <1,  
C m - so)  Co) 
the last inequality following from (c -1 )o )+cm<co) ,  i.e., from cm<o). 
Similarly at2 3s+3)= cm- l - s ,  since on the one hand, 
C m -- s(.~ 
~ C m-  l - s i.e., Cm - s(D ~ Cm-  so j  __ cm -1  s(.o ..i_ c2m l -- s 
(c -  1)o)+c '~ 
and since on the other hand, 
1 C m - so)  < c m-  ~(c m + 1 ) ~ cm _ 1 -- s ..[_ - - .  
(C - -1 )o )+C m (C- -1 )cmwc m C ~ 
Therefore for m >~ 1, the algorithm concludes with 
fa  3m)= ((L) 1, (L)), a (3m) = (0, cm); 
l](3m -t- 1) = (092 __ cm(_o, (2)) = a (0), 
leading to l 1 = 3m + 1. 
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Final ly the Hasse Bernstein formula provides us with the unit 
3,,, ( co ~,,, co 
1- I  - -  = r=o \ co -c ' /  (c + c 'co-~o 2) .... 
the last equal i ty fo l lowing f rom 
co 1 1 
fO__c,n l__Cmco 1 I__(CO2 cmco__C+I )  " 
It is again an open quest ion whether  or  not  ~ is the fundamenta l  unit of 
Q(co). 
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